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Reviewing Best Practices in Online Conferencing

Simone Ferlin, Oliver Hohlfeld, Vaibhav Bajpai

Abstract—The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted the usual

ways the networking research community operates. This

article reviews experiences organising and participating

in virtual conferences during the COVID-19 pandemic

between 2020-2021. Thanks to the broader scope of the

Dagstuhl seminar on ’Climate Friendly Internet Research’

held in July 2021, here we focus the discussion on state-

of-the-art in technologies and practices applied in online

events such as conferences, teaching, and other meetings

and identify approaches that are successful as well as

others that need improvement. We also present a set of

best practices and recommendations for the community.

I. INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic acknowledged once

again how the Internet greatly facilitates remote col-

laboration. Yet, when it comes to research commu-

nity activities, there is a certain culture of in-person

only and mandatory participation. That means, con-

ducting research indirectly results into a certain

expectation around travelling and a high carbon

footprint [1]. One way to reduce this footprint is

by means of how communities are structured and

operated, e.g., many commitments part of keeping

the community running could be online.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we witnessed

a rapid transition to a virtual operation mode,

which included remote working with online meet-

ings and online community events. Then, the pan-

demic served as a catalyst to bring virtual events

more into the mainstream. Due to the circumstances,

many research communities experienced first-hand

how it is to continue with its activities and carry out

research without the need of travelling. Also, some

impulse came in the direction of quantifying the im-

pact in the carbon footprint of the way communities

and activities are run: The author in [2] simulates

the carbon footprint of the Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF) community, and [3] analyses the

impact of video conferencing in the carbon footprint

compared to metrics such as transportation.

To document the knowledge gained during the

COVID-19 pandemic between 2020-2021, we eval-

uate experiences collected while running and partic-

ipating in virtual events such as conferences, teach-

ing and project meetings. We want to understand

what was experienced by networking community

members as more and less successful implementing

and deploying virtual events, i.e., type of challenges

encountered and which improvements are needed.

Ultimately, this paper is part of the output of the

Dagstuhl seminar on ’Climate Friendly Internet Re-

search’ [4], which covered a broader scope: The

result of the seminar is a summary of recom-

mendations to design hybrid events in [5], where,

this paper, focuses on reviewing best practices and

lessons learnt in online events. To this end, we start

looking at guidelines and best practices (2) followed

by the various implications of online conferences

(3). Then, we conclude with lessons learned (4)

looking from both groups’ perspective during the

Dagstuhl seminar organising and participating in

various types of online meetings, and our analysis

of the discussions and takeaway (5).

II. GUIDELINES AND BEST PRACTICES

Here, we introduce guidelines for what we define

as traditional aspects of conferences, e.g., agenda

and time scheduling and research dissemination,

and social aspects. To begin with, it is general

consensus that online conferences are different from

those organised as in-person events. As such, it

should not be the goal that online conferences

deliver the same experience as close to what an

in-person conference would offer. Instead, in both

formats, conference participants should be able to:

1) learn about and have access to research work,

2) meet other participants in some form of semi-

structured interactions, and 3) be able to formally

and informally present their own research. These

three goals should be achieved using procedures and

tooling available that may differ from traditional in-

person conferences. Nevertheless, the outcome of

such an investment for the online format should lead

to the same outcome of an in-person event. In the

following, we enlist the most critical aspects when

rethinking in-person conferences as online events.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2212.11619v1
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A. Agenda and time scheduling

Online conferences require to revisit the tradi-

tional 20-30 minute paper presentation in a single

timezone. Deciding about the schedule and distri-

bution of the presentations to different timezones is

perhaps the most critical aspect. During presenta-

tions, organisers should also monitor the scheduled

agenda as well as the participants for any sort of

technical issues, e.g., display of the slides, audio or

video quality, etc. There are three main aspects in

the organisation, which we would like to highlight:

• Different time zones: Not all participants will

be present at the same time in the online confer-

ence. Besides presentations, it is necessary to

create mechanisms that allow interaction across

time zones, e.g., how to maintain continuity

for people who come in and out. Moreover,

there may be only a limited number of hours

where all participants can be present, where

this time should be planned for plenary ses-

sions such as keynote talks, best paper awards

or some general announcements and interac-

tion. We strongly recommend that the schedule

shows participant-tailored timezones so that a

participant finds easily where to be.

• Zoom fatigue: It is necessary to compress

schedules into, perhaps, a four-hour limit for

each day, and spread the event over more days.

Also, we recommend that organizers reduce

the number of papers presented per session,

e.g., by selecting only the best ones determined

already during the review process, instead of

including every single paper. The remaining

papers for the same session can be offered as

posters or videos accessible at the participants’

convenience. Another alternative is to create

a multi-track conference, which has its own

challenges, and it is still run online.

• Ability to focus online: From our experience, 8-

minute talks with discussion sessions seem to

have worked well, especially with pre-recorded

materials. The talks are however limited to

focus on the problem statement and main con-

cluding aspects of the paper. Note that not

everyone may appreciate this approach, as it

may bring the participant to go through the

entire paper, instead of getting an in depth

understanding from the presentation.

B. Navigation and signposting

The conference schedule should be easy to learn

about the paper or topic handled in the session,

join or rejoin events. This is even more important

when sessions are now broken into smaller parts

with fewer papers. Thus, signposting and a clearly

structured landing page are needed. It would be

helpful to directly jump to the session or breakout

rooms with a single click. However, this requires

deep link, which is currently not supported by all

popular videoconferencing systems.

C. Poster sessions

In-person poster sessions allow participants to

scan through several posters, with the option to

start a conversation or just move to the next one.

Here, online conferences have two main issues: 1)

Social awkwardness: It is not possible to quickly

skim through the poster, making it rather awkward

to just quickly join and leave. 2) Difficult navi-

gation: It is difficult to find posters within topics

of interest or move across mixed mediums, e.g.,

from Zoom to Hubs - specialised spatial-metaphor

tools. During this process, we gained experience

with three solutions: Mozilla Hubs [6] allows for bi-

modal feedback. Gather.town [7] makes it difficult

to identify neighbors, i.e., author or another person

standing next to the poster. Finally, Spatial.chat [8]

lacked good audio quality, and felt overall not fit

for poster sessions. Some suggestions when using

these tools are:

• Quick overview: The ability of quick skim

through the posters is important. There is need

of improvement for the social aspects of it,

e.g., openly state during the session that it is

expected that participants enter and leave.

• Breakout rooms: One breakout room per poster

during the poster session has shown to be the

best configuration. This way, participants can

"walk by" more freely, reducing the number of

people per session, and allowing for a better

interaction with the poster presenter.

• Speed-dating: Such approaches maximize the

use of time. This has shown to be particularly

helpful for younger research community mem-

bers. Some conferences have also followed a

so-called one minute madness approach with

the opportunity to arrange longer time slots

with the presenter, if necessary.
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D. Structured chaos

Perhaps the most challenging aspect in online

conferences is to replicate the social and hallway

unstructured conversations. The main issue identi-

fied is how to get seed conversations going and

conversations to further develop. There are several

motivating factors, e.g., catch-up and strengthen

existing bonds, making new introductions to senior

participants, building the community and renewing

existing relationships, identifying potential research

partners, and, finally, recruitment and job hunting.

Although we have not yet found a better tool

for social interaction, there are some positive ex-

periences: For short coffee breaks, dropping people

into breakout rooms at random showed to work

well. We think that there is need to explicitly

identify social butterflies who can actively promote

social interaction and start off the conversations.

This challenge mirrors quite a bit in experiences

with online teaching, where breakout sessions for

students face similar issues. Some difficulties and

suggestions going through this process are:

• How to decide who should start conversations?

A couple of examples of questions that can be

used as conversations starters: “Tell me about

your work” or “You use a certain tool (or

technology), what do you think of it” or “What

have you been up to recently ?”.

• How to ensure implicit social behaviour is

made explicit? There is a need to assign people

certain roles so that they do not feel awkward.

For example, explicitly approach specific se-

nior members of the community to steer the

communication. At the same time, how to avoid

toxic behavior and egotists? We need to make a

careful selection of people for dedicated roles.

• How to facilitate cross-pollination? This needs

to be made explicit, perhaps with a special

newcomers meeting event with a chance to

meet more senior members. To this end, how

to strongly encourage senior members to join?

Social interaction can be promoted by assigned

seating in in-person meetings. However, the

issue of how to balance people in meetings,

i.e., half known or half newcomers, is still

uncharted territory. How to (actively) bootstrap

chaos? Perhaps this can be done using social

enabler tools and senior members.

E. Text channel

A supporting text channel tool, usually Slack [9],

emerged as a good idea for coordinating Ques-

tion and Answers (Q&A). Traditionally, Q&A ses-

sions provide additional context, or expose lacunae

that reviewers did not catch. Such sessions can

be intimidating for shy presenters, where a text

channel-based Q&A session allows participation,

even anonymous. It also allows author responses to

be better captured and shared with everyone, unlike

the situation in a typical in-person conference. Some

guidelines using Slack or similar text channel are:

• Session chairs need to be strict enforcing dis-

cipline in the Slack channel(s) to prevent dis-

cussions from wandering away. It is helpful to

have a moderator or scribe assigned to capture

the Q&A content, also with the possibility to

turn this content into a report to be published

later (with consent). It might even be possible

for scribes to report on "bits and bytes from

the previous day" as in other communities.

• The audience can be encouraged to make use

of special signs to notify authors of pending

questions, where authors should reply to them

within 24 hours. A single Slack channel per

session showed to work better, though, there is

still a need to find questions for each paper.

An alternative to a text-channel is Slido [10], which

allows questions to be posted and voted on, es-

pecially interesting for larger audiences and, thus,

interesting for hybrid conferences as well.

F. Audio, video and lighting issues

For some participants, audio intelligibility is often

better than in-person events, since it allows lip-

reading, captioning, and per user defined audio

settings. Nevertheless, bad audio and video quality

continues to be a challenge: Audio issues are not

only serious (‘I have no audio’), but more subtle,

such as issues with the microphone connection,

background noise, echoing, as well as audio volume.

Meanwhile, testing video submissions prior to the

conference is a good idea, since there are still

problems such as videos that do not work on cer-

tain operating system formats or require specialised

players. Finally, lighting can be an issue, especially

background-lighting, where light adjustment avail-

able in some systems such as GoogleMeet [11], help

participants without prior guidance.
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III. IMPLICATIONS OF ONLINE CONFERENCES

Now we present the financial, participation and

diversity, as well as timezone aspects that mostly

differ from in-person conferences.

Costs and transparency – There are several

costs implied in online conferences, e.g., videocon-

ferencing platforms such as Zoom, Google Meet,

etc. Although many groups or universities already

have licenses to these tools for teaching or faculty

general usage other supporting tools are usually not

part of this package. For example, Slack, social

platforms (Gather.town or Spatial Chat), meeting

give-aways (tokens and T-shirts), stenographers and

real-life captions, simultaneous translations.

Further, there are some hidden costs in the pro-

cess of publishing, where established researchers

begun to move to free research channels and plat-

forms, e.g., arXiv. Yet, younger researchers are

expected to first publish in well-established venues,

which imply paying fees. With the emergence of

online conference models, financial and business

models around research publishers will have to

be reinvented [12]: Some fraction of costs in in-

person conference fees are related to its physical

aspects, i.e., venue, technology support, and meals.

Currently, there are several revenue streams, some

of which are used for registration fees, sponsorships,

and access to research papers.

Sponsorships – There seems to be more hes-

itancy in sponsoring online events, which used

physical presence to attract talents as the motiva-

tion. Here, organisers need to consider facilitating

conversations for recruiters, sponsors and peering

coordinators with participants in online conferences.

Travel funds – It is unclear why and whether

employers or funding agencies should fund travel

and conference attendance when there is the pos-

sibility to attend online. Here, newcomers to the

community have more trouble justifying the funding

from now on. Thus, organisations need to rethink

and re-purpose travel funds and scholarships.

Conference local hubs – Large community meet-

ings, e.g., the IETF, are considering local hubs in

addition to the event that already runs online. The

associated costs for such local hubs is presently

unclear, however, such initiatives could also help

including participants from low-income and less-

represented groups to experience the community

and build the local networking via the hub.

Diversity – Online conferences help improve

diversity, encouraging participation from those who

usually cannot afford travelling or have other issues,

e.g., visa, family, health restrictions. Further, online

archiving helps broader access to the conference

materials. Meanwhile, smaller (local) events can

also be run in a local spoken language, promote,

and strengthen local communities. Some venues are

also offering childcare for attendees, thus, also fa-

cilitating inclusion of another group of participants.

Time zones – The ACM SIGCOMM 2020 and

2021 followed both a model of pre-recorded pre-

sentations together with multiple Q&A sessions for

different timezones. Meanwhile, the IETF follows

a model of aligning to the timezone of the hosting

venue. It is unclear which model is better, since in

some cases the focus is more on forming consensus

and less on presentations. Though, collaboration

that comes more naturally with in-person events

becomes more difficult in online-only mode. One

option is for online conferences to span several

weeks with shorter, e.g., two hours per day, slots.

The focus can also be shifted towards an online

interim (topical) meeting rather than one or two

broader events per year.

IV. LESSONS LEARNED

We now present the summary of the views of

groups 1 and 2, which discussed their experiences

organising and participating in online conferences,

meetings, teaching, etc. We split their assessment

into two categories: What worked well and what did

not. In both categories, we highlight the different

topics, i.e., types of meetings, they commented on.

We summarise the outcome of the group discussion

in Tables I and II, reflecting the groups’ conclusions.

A. Group 1

What did not work well online – Online teach-

ing sets higher requirements to students when it

comes to self-management and dedication, which

means that the dropout rate can be rather high,

i.e., the number of participants decline over time.

In a live lecture delivered as video stream (not

pre-recorded), it is usually hard to capture when

participants get lost, where some approaches such

as text channels for Q&A, e.g., Slack, exist though.

As such, having a dedicated channel for posting

questions, e.g., Slack or Tweetback, that can be
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Panel/plenary discussion    # #
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Teaching  H#  # #

Project meeting   # #  

Tutorial  H#  # #

Posters and Demos  H# #   

Research visits   #   

TABLE I

RECOMMENDED SUPPORTING TOOLS FOR VARIOUS MEETING

TYPES.  : STRONGLY REQUIRED,H#: PARTIAL,

AND #: IRRELEVANT

later addressed by the lecturer was perceived to

work well, see Table I. This, however, requires

further resources to handle the questions, since it

is challenging for a lecturer to deliver the content

and simultaneously follow the chat. Looking at

Technical Program Committee (TPC) meetings, if

there is no travelling associated, researchers tend

to overcommit, where TPC meetings are usually

difficult to squeeze into the overall schedule. This is

simply a matter of habit and not an issue with online

meetings per se. At an in-person TPC meeting,

participants with conflict need to temporarily leave

the room, i.e., every few minutes TPC members

leave and re-enter the room, see Table II.

What worked well online – TPC meetings for

lower-tier venues were held online or via the phone.

Top-tier venues had, traditionally, in-person meet-

ings that are now also held online. They work very

well when everyone is prepared for the meeting,

see Table II. With online TPC meetings, handling

conflicts of interest is easier, where conflicted partic-

ipants are sent to a breakout rooms and easily moved

back, see Table I. Meanwhile, accessibility of online

TPC meetings has (and should be) increased since

no travelling is required and no dedicated budget.

Also, research visits are another variation of

meeting, which led to in-person group meetings and

day-to-day discussions, see Table II. There is now

also vast experience in online teaching available:

We noted that online teaching can generally lead

to multiple outcomes. First, better grades, since

participants that take the exam are usually mo-

tivated. If recordings are provided, students have

always access to an explanation of the content.

Yet, many participants believe that asynchronous

teaching material, e.g., videos, will be the future,

e.g., explanations of an algorithm can be viewed

multiple times, as previously mentioned. The most

difficult part are definitely lab sessions with need

to hardware access. In all other cases, virtualization

and remote access work well, see Table I.

Finally„ we considered two categories of project

meetings, see Table II: Administrative such as gen-

eral assembly or EU project review meetings, com-

monly in Brussels. Having these meetings online

has not made things worse. The second kind of

meetings are preparatory with intention to get the

project started such as to get teams set up, build

community (no social activities, but still due to

different contacts). To this end, what helps is the

social need that participants have to get to know

each other and move things forward, although such

interactions are very participant dependent.

B. Group 2

What did not work well online – Online PhD

defenses reach their goal, but lack the celebration

aspects, see Table II. When it comes to teaching,

pre-recording lectures do require an enormous ef-

fort. Teaching also feels as if it is performed into

the void, without perceiving reactions, e.g., if the

presented content is understood or the students are

bored or lost, see Table II.

Online meetings on the other hand face their

own issues: They can generate churn as partici-

pants join and leave. Participants might be absent,

leaving their computer connected, making it hard

to identify who is actually present. There is also

a tendency for people to over-do/commit in the

number of online meetings. Too many meetings lead

to fragmentation and eventual loss of context. In

addition, without proper calendar invites, finding

meeting information, e.g., links, passwords, etc.,

can also become cumbersome. Timezones further

complicate scheduling and limit available meeting

options. Generally, it is difficult to quantify “missed

opportunities”. It seems that attempts to simulate the

in-person experience does not work.

Current online tools provide no way to capture

social cues. For instance, when it would be accept-

able to interact with participants and when not. This

is very easy in an in-person setting and currently

impossible online, see Table I. During in-person
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TPC Same   # H#

Teaching Intense    #

Project meeting Same   # H# social event, small group of interest

Tutorial Same   # H# small group of interest

Posters and Demos Demanding   #  social event, hallway discussions

Research visits Same # #   daily activities

TABLE II

MEETING REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS MEETING TYPES.  : A PARTICULAR CHARACTERISTIC OF THE MEETING IS A STRONG

REQUIREMENT FOR ITS SUCCESS, H#: PARTIAL, AND #: IRRELEVANT

meetings, one typically talks to their neighbours,

while in online meetings, everyone is a neighbour.

As such, the question is whom should you talk to?

There is currently an excess in the number of online

tools available: Where do we meet?, What is a

shared platform that everyone has installed?. When

scheduling meetings, this information needs to be

captured along the available time slot(s), making

meeting scheduling more cumbersome. It remains

unclear whether this increases the cognitive load.

When it comes to social activities, "forced fun-

on-demand" is challenging, see Table I. Social activ-

ities work if they are prepared, e.g., a birthday party

where wine is shipped to everyone or ingredients for

the social event are made available beforehand. This

is, however, very participant dependent.

What worked well online – Online Technical

Program Committee (TPC) meetings seem to work

well and can be handled very efficiently, see Table

II. Group work is performed well by using random

assignments to breakout rooms. In this mode, par-

ticipants are assigned to smaller groups, e.g., up to

four people, at random by using breakout rooms.

There are two examples. First, (panel) discussions

in smaller groups, e.g., IEEE QoMEX 2021, and

Dagstuhl style group discussions. Secondly, getting

to know new people by randomly assigning confer-

ence participants to smaller breakout rooms works

well. Project meetings worked well, since people

know each other. Maybe more productive online

than in-person since discussions are more focused

with fewer disruptions. The downside here however

is that people tend to overcommit. Interactive dis-

cussion with speakers during talks also work well,

but may lead to exhaustion, if they run for too

long, see Table I. Stopping by a conference for just

a single session is possible in online conferences,

since no travel is needed, which is a real bene-

fit of virtual conferences. Meanwhile, pre-recorded

presentations become part of the proceedings and

are although (mostly not as permanently) archived

just like research papers, which is a real benefit

for the scientific community. Q&A sessions work

better in online mode, where more questions are

being asked by junior participants. Shared edition

of reports is also possible; in an in-person meeting,

it is typically considered a bad habit to use a laptop

during the meeting, so online note taking is less

common. Online mode also opens new meeting

opportunities since it is very cheap (also time-wise)

to interact with new communities that one normally

would not attend. Online birthday parties can also

work - for example by ordering a bottle of wine

or pizza to each participant - same wine and food

for everyone creates a joint experience. Playing

online interactive games, e.g., escape room, can also

provide an immersive real-world experience.

V. TAKEAWAYS

The COVID-19 pandemic brought more attention

to the need of making typically in-person activities

in the research community more accessible. After

the assessment of all participants of the Dagstuhl

seminar on ’Climate Friendly Internet Research’, we

arrived at some conclusions in Section IV-B that we

would like to present in the following.

Firstly, different types of meetings have different

requirements and audiences. If online meetings are
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successful, it mainly depends on their requirements.

For instance, certain meetings achieve their goals

if the agenda is fulfilled, and thus can work very

well online. Other meetings have important goals

beyond a specific agenda, e.g., important activities

that are triggered in hallway conversations and ran-

dom encounters and not only by ticking off items

from a list or content dissemination. As such, it is

also important to be goal-oriented, e.g., structured

activities have shown to work well online when the

online tools meet the needs of the meeting. For

example, when it comes to the IETF, there is a

non-negligible investment in the tailored tooling for

the needs of the community, which offered hybrid

participation even before the pandemic. Meanwhile,

unstructured activities, e.g., whiteboard sessions,

random encounters and discussions during coffee

breaks or hallway conversations, have shown to do

not work well. While online meetings are more

focused, having fewer distracting factors, they lack

the overall social cues from the audience. With these

aspects in mind, online conferences are not meant to

fully replace every aspect of in-person conferences.

They have however to provide the same framework

for the participants, as mentioned in Section II.

Secondly, all participants agreed that online meet-

ings can challenge work-life balance. Preparing

online teaching material in general takes more

time, where some participants reported up to ten

times as long compared to in-classroom teaching.

In general, all participants reported that their work

became more intensive, since more meetings are

being scheduled for things that could have been

solved in-person with a quick, informal, discussion.

This so-called meeting overload is reflected in the

typical gap between meetings: The gap between in-

person meetings is usually around five minutes (or

more), online meetings, on the other hand, is often

less as many meetings start and end on the hour.

Finally, we conclude that online conferences will

never fully replace every aspect of an in-person

conference, in particular when it comes to face-

to-face (small group and individual) so-called hall-

way discussions. Nevertheless, we identified that

they may actually be better than in-person confer-

ences found today: Widening participation, where

in-person conferences have been classically strict

about, e.g., when issues such as visa, health, family,

budget or air travel restrictions arise and none of the

authors can be present, see Section III.
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